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times the relations between neighbouring. States are
easily explained : two countries, from having been at
enmity, may come together in the bonds of a common
interest. Where no such ground of mutual advantage
exists, they soon cease to agree and become enemies.
It is wise policy to conceal from the Japanese what
we know concerning their lack of sincerity : we should
be on our guard, avoid all subjects of dispute, and
thus preserve friendly relations. For this reason I
advised you in my last letter not to show your
suspicions, since they would only afford pretexts
against you."
After referring to the financial and economic
causes impelling Japan to seek relief in territorial
expansion, and advising Korea to organise secretly
her military defences, observing carefully meanwhile
all her treaty obligations, his letter continues :
" All the political leaders of China are convinced
that, in these matters, prevention is better than cure.
You may say that the simplest way to avoid trouble
would be to shut oneself in and be at peace. Alas,
as far as the East is concerned, this is not possible.
There is no human agency capable of putting a stop
to the expansionist movement of Japan : has not
your Government been compelled to inaugurate a
new era by making a Treaty of Commerce with them ?
As matters stand, therefore, is not our best course to
neutralise one poison by another, to set one energy
against another ? You should seize every opportunity
to establish treaty relations with Western nations,
of which you would make use to check Japan.
"There exists in the West a general rule that a
nation may not seize the territory of another without
good cause; but international law acts only as a
protective force in the case of the Powers with com-
mon commercial interests. Last year Turkey was the
victim of Russia's aggression; but at the moment

